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Have you ever had a time when you needed to enlarge a small photo to fit a larger frame or make it large enough to hang as a poster on the wall? 
Did you get the dreaded blurriness or stair-step pixelation when the image was enlarged? You aren’t alone. This is a problem for a lot of people. But 
now with Exposure Software’s Blow Up 3, you can get sharper enlargements without computer artifacts. 

Blow Up analyzes the pixels in an image and converts them into vectors that follows the edges of the contours of the image (Figure 2). These vec-
tors are enlarged without loosing quality. When the vectors re-convert back into pixels, you end up with a crisp and clean image. 

Blow Up is a plug-in that is compatible with Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, and Exposure software. 

User interface 
The left side of the Blow Up window contains the thumbnail navigator and custom user settings. At its center is where you preview the effect. On 

the bottom of the preview area are tools for zooming and panning inside of the preview area. Over on the right are the parameters that you can use 

to adjust the results. The buttons on the top right are for the different resizing modes. There are three different modes in Blow Up 3: 
• Crop and Resize mode: This will crop your image to proportionately fill the output size. Blow Up’s Smart Crop will intelligently place the crop 

area over the most interesting part of your photo. You can fine tune this crop area to your liking. Blow Up will make sure that whatever your com-
position, your final output will fit the selected size. 

• Resize mode: This will resize your image proportionately without cropping or stretching.  
• Stretch mode: This forces your image to fit the output size (this may distort your image). 

You can resize up to 300,000 pixels per side. Blow Up can handle CMYK images used in offset printing and 16-bit per channel images typically 
used by professional photographers. 

Blow Up has presets for common paper sizes, including photo papers and standard US, European, and Japanese sizes. Just choose your paper type 
and (according to Exposure Software) Blow Up sharpens the right amount to compensate for ink diffusion. 

Figure 1. This is Blow Up 3’s window with its sizing and sharpening controls on the right and the Preview at its center.



If you would like to see more examples, the Exposure software’s web site has many photos showing comparisons between resizing using the tradi-
tional Bicubic enlargement and using Blow Up 3’s enlargement procedure. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: Blow Up is very simple to use and the results are sharper than the enlargements that I received using other art packages. 
Requires: System: macOS 10.10 - 10.15, and Intel Core 2 processor or compatible, Monitor with 1280 x 768 resolution or greater;  
                 Host Application: Exposure X or newer, Adobe Photoshop CS6, CC15 or newer, Adobe Lightroom 6 or CC 2015 or newer 
Company: Exposure Software   
Street Price: $79 
Available Trial Copy 

Figure 3. Using the process mentioned in Figure 2, Blow Up gives you a crisp and clean image (on the right) versus the typical “Bicubic” 
enlargement process (on the left).

Figure 2. Blow Up converts the image’s pixels into vectors which follows the edges of the image’s contours (top left image). The vectors are 
enlarged using more vectors (top right image) and then converted back into pixels.

https://exposure.software/blowup/blow-up-examples
https://exposure.software/blowup/
https://exposure.software/trial/

